PART V B- DO THE MATH

ADDITIONAL TABLES AND STATS ESTIMATES JUST THE MINORS

FAST FACTS I- FOR SEX TRAFFICKING- COUNTERING THE BS WITH GOVERNMENT STATISTICS

PART V-B “DO THE MATH”

FAST FACTS- USING MATH TO EXAMINE THE LIES OF THE ‘VICTIM PIMPS,’
HOW MANY MINORS ARE BEING SOLD FOR SEX IN THE US?? 500? 1,500? 50,000?
HOW MANY MEN ‘BUY‘ THEIR SEXUAL SERVICES EACH DAY? 10? 15? 25? 45? 60? ESTIMATES VARY, BUT...

NOTE: NO CHANGES IN THIS SECTION FROM THE PREVIOUS YEARS
MISTRESS OF THE MIGHTY
CALCULATOR

IF YOU THOUGHT THAT 10 UNIQUE ‘JOHNS’ PER DAY WAS AN IMPOSSIBLE NUMBER
FOR THE AVERAGE SEX WORKER TO SERVICE ON A REGULAR BASIS (OFTEN CITED BY
‘VICTIM PIMP’ ORGANIZATION ALONG WITH “10 TO 15” PER DAY, 7 DAYS PER WEEK),
WE HAVE A NEW AND EVEN MORE OUTRAGEOUS NUMBER FROM ATTORNEY LORI
COHEN (SANCTUARY FOR FAMILIES- unknown if it is a ‘faith based’ non profit, nothing
on their website gives it away) WHO SAYS THAT TRAFFICKING VICTIMS SOMETIMES
MUST HAVE SEX WITH 60 MEN A DAY.... REALLY? HOW MANY ‘TRAFFICKING
VICTIMS’ DOES SHE ESTIMATE ARE IN THAT GROUP?
August 11, 2014
“This is what Modern-Day Sex Slavery In America Looks Like”
by Erin Fuchs
"People are not programmed to have sex with multiple strangers [a day]," says Lori Cohen, a
senior staff attorney for the advocacy group Sanctuary for Families, adding that trafficking
victims sometimes must have sex with 60 men a day. "In order for somebody to do that,
their defenses are broken down."

It’s bad enough that the POLARIS PROJECT claims that ‘sex trafficking victims’ have to
have sex with between 25 and 48 men per day (THE POLARIS PROJECT INFO ON
“RESIDENTIAL BROTHELS”)- and that there are 100,000 to 300,000 MINORS being
trafficked into prostitution EVERY YEAR... but apparently that isn’t sufficiently shocking
to the average person, so now it is claimed that trafficking victims “sometimes” must
have sex with 60 men per day... How many of trafficking victims would that be, Lori?
1? 10? 100? Perhaps ONE person was forced to have sex with 60 men on ONE day- but
to sustain such impossible numbers on a regular basis is NOT possible. Lori’s
organization also works with victims of domestic violence- so perhaps she might also
claim that victims of domestic violence are beaten by their (husband, boyfriend,
partner) 60 times per day?
In the first part of this section- Fast Facts- we included a few tables with some
statistics for the larger ‘guesstimates’ given by the Federal Government and ‘victim
pimp’ organizations like the Polaris Project, of what the numbers would look like if the
annual number of new underage victims was added to the number from previous years,
if the average lifespan is 4 to 7 years and the average age of entry into prostitution is
13: 100,000 NEW added to 300,000 or 400,000 previous victims who haven’t yet died as
would be indicated by the information from the government and other sources.
Laws.com - http://sex-crimes.laws.com/prostitution/child-prostitution claims there are
“300,000 to 600,000 [child prostitutes] in the United States of America...” Apparently
many lawyers aren’t good at doing math either...
Plus, we also did some tables with adults added and what the number of adults would
have to be in proportion to the number of minors based on the 1.81% average number
of female minors arrested to female adults arrested. But how about the smaller set of
numbers without compounding the victims from previous years- what would those
numbers look like? So we did more calculating with just minors - for a possible annual
number of both minors and the ‘unique johns’ per day they might be forced to
service, over 100 days per year, 200 days per year and 300 days per year. And then

there are the stats for the widely hyped “Superbowl Sex Trafficking” stats
(guesstimated to be over 10,000 victims trafficked to the event every year- mostly
minors, according to the news reports). We don’t know how many men actually attend
the Superbowl every year, whether or not they come alone or are with their wives or
girlfriends, or other family members- or how long they are in town before and after
the big day. So we used the following variables: 5 days, 7 days and 10 days. If there
was any chance that there could be 10,000 sex trafficking victims flown in for the
event, obviously the more men they serviced, the more profitable it would be, but then
there are costs to take into account (like airfare and ground transportation, hotel and
meals) and a few issues that need to be cleared up in order to make that number of
sex slaves at the Superbowl viable:
1) How many ‘sex slaves’ can one pimp bring to the event and still control them?
2) How many rooms or suites will they need in a hotel? How many bedrooms should
they book? Aren’t hotel rooms in the surrounding area often booked months in
advance by those attending the event? Where will the sex slaves stay if there is no
room at the inn?
3) If there is more than one ‘sex slave’ per pimp, where will they all sleep?
4) How will they find their ‘johns’? Who will answer the phones? Who will do the
booking? Who will take the payments?
5) Where will all the ‘johns’ wait while other ‘johns’ are being serviced?
6) Wouldn’t the hotel or motel notice if there were long lines in the hallway outside a
room or suite? And what about room service? Them hos’ gotta eat at some point...
7) What about housekeeping? Will the ‘sex slaves’ need more towels and washcloths
than the average guest? What about changing the sheets? emptying the trash cans
filled with used condoms and condom wrappers... won’t they notice things like that?
8) So the expenses of getting the sex slaves to the event, putting them up in hotels or
motels, feeding them, having someone book appointments and keep the guys from
getting impatient- these things cost money. There is no guarantee that there will be
enough ‘johns’ to keep the sex slaves busy, and of course, with all those cops looking
for the sex slaves, it might not be a profitable event at all. Perhaps there aren’t
10,000 sex slaves being trafficked to the Superbowl after all...
But we did some tables with those stats as well... you can see that the numbers are
rather outrageous, if there were that many sex slaves and they had as many as “60”
men a day to service.... variables are from 100 days worked per year to 300 days
worked per year:
•Charts 1- A to I- C
500 to 10,000 minors PER YEAR
•Charts I- D to I-F 15,000 to 60,000 minors PER YEAR
•Charts I- G to I- I 65,000 to 105,000 minors PER YEAR
•Charts I- J to I- L 150,000 to 350,000 minors PER YEAR
•Charts II-A/ B Superbowl Hysteria Numbers- from 500 to 10,000 minors- @ 5
days, 7 days and 10 days
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